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ship with Italy, and was then in process of negotiating a com-
mercial treaty with her. The attempt to forbid the circulation
of the bishops' appeal provoked violent debates in country and
parliament, and from Gambetta the famous cry: 'Clericalism
—there is the enemy 1' The Chamber moved that the Govern-
,ment should 'use its legal powers for the suppression of the anti-
patriotic agitation of the ultramontane parties, whose in-
creasing activities might become a danger to the internal
and external security of the State5. \Vhat were these legal
powers?1
They were the laws of the Civil Code governing all associa-
tions. Napoleon's Concordat of 1802 had legalized the rights
and powers of only the secular clergy. Monastic orders, con-
vents, and religious congregations were on a par with any other
association within the State, and therefore could not exist
legally without formal and official authorization. Napoleon
had authorized only a few missionary and philanthropic orders,
but many others had been tacitly allowed to exist during the
monarchies and the Second Empire. Many were engaged in
teaching, and Church schools had been recognized by the
Falloux Law of 1850. But the orders themselves existed illegally
and only on sufferance.
In 1880 all unauthorized congregations were instructed to
apply for formal authorization within three months. During
the next two years some 300 congregations were thus forced to
dissolve3 although Carthusians and Trappists were allowed to
remain. The Church schools also remained, and the programme
for replacing them by free primary schools in each Commune
was an eventual, long-range project launched in 1882. In this
position of stalemate, with the Republic secured against the
spread of clerical power, many moderates would have been
content to remain. But the doctrinaire and extremist temper of
French Radicalism gained the day, hi the sense of perpetuating
the clerical controversy and splitting Moderates from Radicals.
It continued, despite the conciliatory gesture of Pope Leo XIII
in 1892, who declared that the Church was 'not opposed to any
particular form of government5, and so gave rise to a group of
1 Cf. G. Hanotaux: op. cit, Vol. Ill, Chapter IX.

